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The significance and impact of creative financing in the social sciences is evident in the development of the social science disciplines. One case in point is anthropology. American anthropology was fundamentally shaped by the work of Franz Boas and his students, who themselves became leading scholars in their fields. Adequate funds for travel—as well as money to develop collections, pay informants, and publish findings—proved essential, and much of the funding came from individual donors. One donor, herself an anthropologist, was Elsie Clews Parsons. Women anthropologists in the Southwest simply would not have been able to produce scholarly research at the pace they did without Parsons’s help. Ruth Benedict, Ruth Bunzel, Esther Goldfrank, Gladys Reichard, Ruth Underhill, Dorothy Keur—as well as Boas himself and other male anthropologists—completed work supported by Parsons. She enabled countless others to conduct fieldwork by financing field schools for the Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe and stipulating that women receive places as researchers in them.¹

Parsons followed a tradition of women philanthropists who had been supporting social reform for decades before the turn of the twentieth century, often using their wealth to widen women’s access to higher and professional education. These philanthropists offered material support coupled with encouragement, or patronage. For example, under the tutelage of M. Carey Thomas, Mary Garrett made a major bequest to the Johns Hopkins University for the establishment of a medical school on condition that women as well as men be admitted as students. Olivia Sage supported the Russell Sage Foundation’s pro-
gram of social research and social reform. Phoebe Apperson Hearst contributed to a number of buildings and programs on the campus of the University of California that benefited male and female students.

The creative financing (given and received by women) explored in this chapter enabled women to further their work as principal investigators and as social science scholars who could define the scope of their own projects. This material support also influenced education within institutions and helped produce external scholarly publications, shaping programs and policies within and among institutions. Colleges might provide time and library materials for women’s scholarship, but they rarely offered the necessary financial support to the extent that philanthropists did.

Analyzing strategies women used to gain financing for their research projects helps us to understand the nature and impact of the research those strategies produced. Financing for women’s research in higher education comes from three kinds of sources: fellowships, private sponsorship, and foundations. Funds from these sources overlapped within institutions and time periods and influenced scholarship in different ways; however, I will discuss them in the order in which they first became available to social science researchers.

The first option, fellowships, included woman-generated support through organizations. For example, many women graduate students applied for fellowships from the Association of Collegiate Alumnae (later the American Association of University Women or AAUW). This kind of support was available throughout the twentieth century, but became somewhat less significant as women found limited access to more prestigious fellowships, like those from the Social Science Research Council, in the 1920s and 1930s. However, because most university graduate fellowships were granted to male students, AAUW fellowships continued to provide crucial support for women pursuing graduate study, as did fellowships provided by women’s colleges for their graduates. Both the individual scholar and her academic advisor’s expertise and interests shaped the research funded by these fellowships, although the questions pursued tended to fall squarely within those valued by the leading scholars in the disciplines—in part to assure the legitimacy of the research, in part to obtain male support for it, and in part to suggest that women could apply as much painstaking rigor as men did in dominant research areas. Yet AAUW and college fellowships offered some autonomy to women scholars in pursuit of doctorates, enabling them to explore graduate programs in the United
States and abroad and to begin research on projects that emerged from their undergraduate work.3

The second source of financing developed for faculty women; individuals and families supported both short-term projects and ongoing research. This kind of patronage began as early as the turn of the century and continued over the next five decades, but—it became a less salient and respected source of support as the large foundations increasingly sustained academic social science research beginning in the 1920s. Nevertheless, private support was critical for much of women scholars’ work in the first half of the twentieth century. Before 1920, such funding enabled women to complete graduate work and pursue research that they chose as significant. Between 1920 and 1940, as philanthropic funding increased but focused on men’s projects in research universities that employed few women scholars, funding from individuals continued to be essential for women scholars. Studies financed in this way tended to be shaped by the scholar herself, in conjunction with the giver’s concerns (often similar or shared) and with the program goals and emphases of the researcher’s home institution. Such autonomy allowed women to pursue their work even when prominent male social scientists and foundation officials did not consider their questions and methods central to the developing disciplines. Parsons’s support of anthropology, for example, furthered disciplinary research that was still considered marginal in many institutions, particularly in its focus on North America. Thus, patronage by individuals helped to shape emerging science disciplines and women’s contributions to them, despite the relatively smaller scale of funds involved.4

The third source of philanthropic support for women was the large foundations. For example, the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial focused on developing social science inquiry at research universities. However, most women faculty of the period had appointments at the women’s colleges, not research universities; moreover, the principal investigators of research projects typically were men well connected in the academic world, where women struggled against marginalization as scholars. Despite these problems, women obtained access to some of these foundation funds as staff and faculty associated with university research institutes and in social work and home economics graduate programs. Projects financed in this way and involving women tended to be shaped by the rare woman scholar entrusted with administration or by male faculty who invited women students and colleagues to con-
tribute to the larger effort. Women at the School of Social Service Administration at the University of Chicago had access to Rockefeller funding for dissertation and other projects in the 1920s and 1930s, but this was atypical. Such funding, which granted both stature and the stamp of high-level disciplinary academic approval, was key to promoting particular questions and research methodologies in the social sciences and in particular institutions.

Each of these funding sources helped shape both the focus of scholarly research and the ways it was conducted by women social scientists in the first half of the twentieth century. Although I will touch on the fellowships and foundation research funds that women provided, sought, and received, this chapter will emphasize “creative financing” women obtained by tapping into less institutionalized sources. If we only examine the large foundations that financed social science research in the first third of the twentieth century, we miss two important aspects of the development of the social sciences. One is the ways that women academics used their networks of friends and colleagues to garner financial support for their efforts to influence social and economic research and (less directly) local, state, and national policymaking. The other aspect that might be missed is the large body of often interdisciplinary, grounded research that academic women conducted into the kinds of problems they considered important and the often subtle ways they contributed to theoretical and empirical formation of the disciplines. Without creative financing, much of the most interesting and valuable work women social scientists accomplished would have been nearly impossible—there simply was no other source of funding for it.

The personal characteristics of women academics in this period may have affected their ability to secure creative financing: before the 1940s, most were white, middle-class, and Protestant. They came from small-town, urban, and occasionally rural families. They typically had parents who had completed some formal education, up to or including college, and at least one parent who strongly supported his or her daughter’s further education. Exceptions to this profile included Jewish and African American women, women from wealthy and occasionally poor families, and women who lacked parental approval of their educational choices. All of the women in my study were confident of and committed to their own and often other women’s full intellectual development in spite of women’s marginalization in academe. In many cases, the donor-recipient relationship was formed within social net-
works already established. In others, it was formed in networks taking shape as more women pursued graduate degrees and became social science researchers, meeting each other in graduate programs, in social reform organizations, and in higher education institutions as faculty and members of boards of trustees.

SUPPORT FOR WOMEN'S RESEARCH IN THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY

An early example of grounded, woman-defined research emerging out of such networks was a study conducted by the Association of Collegiate Alumnae (ACA). This study, completed in 1885, was designed as a direct response to Edward Clarke’s *Sex in Education* (1873). Clarke argued on the basis of a few anecdotal examples that intellectual pursuits depleted women’s physical health and robbed them of their capacity to reproduce. In response, researchers in the Association surveyed over 1200 women college graduates and found that their responses contradicted Clarke’s “evidence.” The study results supported ACA members’ determination to provide both graduate and undergraduate opportunities, so that women could do “the hardest kind of intellectual work,” add “to the world’s stock of knowledge,” and join the ranks of teachers and scholars increasingly sought by colleges and universities. To foster these kinds of opportunities, the Association determined to provide women with fellowships to study in graduate programs in Europe and the United States. The ACA was the first organization to recognize and finance the work of American women scholars; it began doing so as early as 1890 with its annual European Fellowship for overseas graduate work. Over the years, the ACA and then the AAUW became the principal national-level organization to which individuals and groups donated funds to support fellowships and scholarships for women. The contributions of the AAUW to developing social science knowledge cannot be ignored; fellowship funds enabled dozens of women social scientists to pursue graduate study before 1940 and launched them on their academic careers.

Clearly, however, the AAUW’s fellowships for graduate students represented a drop in the bucket. Some colleges, including Vassar and Bryn Mawr, provided graduate fellowships for alumnae to study at European institutions. Most graduate institutions also provided in-house fellowships, but women received few of these in the first half of the twentieth century, and before the 1920s money was scarce for both men and women as principal investigators on research projects.
of their own. Some funding was available in this period: John D. Rockefeller, Edward S. Harkness, and James B. Duke supported higher education institutions; the General Education Board, the Rosenwald Fund, and the Jeanes Foundation helped finance the construction of public schools in the South; and local and national philanthropies raised funds for relief efforts before and during World War I. But philanthropic foundations did not begin giving generously to social science research until the 1920s. When they did, the money was targeted toward producing scientific data that would support the organization and management of what Guy Alchon calls a “techno-corporatist state.” In other words, funders wanted to promote cooperative management of capitalistic growth by both public and private organizations, with the ultimate goal of reducing class friction, unemployment, and other socioeconomic ills that had emerged by the turn of the century with the expansion of industrial capitalism.9

Several philanthropies supplied some funds for survey research, industrial studies, and investigative reports before the 1920s. The most notable, the Russell Sage Foundation, began financing studies in 1907, but research was only one of several funding priorities, and the studies were designed to furnish “disinterested” statistical and other kinds of information for voluntary associations, government offices, and legislators attempting to address large social problems at the municipal and state levels. Academic researchers received some of the Russell Sage funds, but most of the support stayed within the foundation for internally led studies or was administered through local charity organization societies, of the kind conducted by Mary Richmond in Philadelphia and New York, as Sarah Lederman illustrates in this volume.10

But these institutional grants were exceptions; male and female social scientists in the early 1900s relied largely on individuals or families to support projects. Women carried this pattern forward into the 1920s and 1930s, often using the funds to develop and maintain cooperative and multidisciplinary projects that explored social economic and social welfare problems. Two cases illustrate this form of support: the social economy research program at the University of California, Berkeley, and the Council of Industrial Studies at Smith College. I focus on these two programs because they capture emerging fields within the study of economics and economic history. In addition, they demonstrate how critical noninstitutional grants were in supporting women’s efforts to develop new social science knowledge, particularly in the interwar period. Finally, the Berkeley and Smith programs sug-
gest the kinds of contexts in which women were able to elicit and use such support. The former program emerged in a university that was transforming its identity from a teaching to a research institution; the latter developed in a women’s college, where graduate students were scarce and monetary resources for supporting faculty research were almost nonexistent.

THE UC BERKELEY SOCIAL ECONOMY RESEARCH PROGRAM

The social economy research program at Berkeley was developed largely by one faculty member: Jessica B. Peixotto, the first woman appointed full-time to the University of California faculty. She had received her Ph.D. (the second awarded to a woman at Berkeley) in political economy in 1900 after completing a dissertation entitled “The French Revolution and Modern French Socialism” under Bernard Moses. In 1904 she became the economics department’s lecturer in socialism. Promoted to assistant professor in socialism (1907), then associate professor (1912), and eventually professor in social economy (1918), she built a steady record of research and service at the local and national levels. By the late 1910s, Peixotto had established social economy as one of the department’s three programs, something of a distinction in a department among the earliest to name itself a Department of Economics. Peixotto used the social economy program to bring more women into this department at Berkeley, one of the few in the country to hire women as instructors and, in time, as tenure-track faculty.¹¹

After completing service during World War I as a member of the Council of Defense Subcommittee on Women and Children, Peixotto began enlarging her earlier research program by conducting a study for the California Civil Service Commission that investigated cost of living issues among clerical, wage-earning, and executive state employees. From this study, Peixotto concluded that annual pricing of family and household budgets could be theoretically interesting if she expanded the criteria typically used to examine the decision-making processes in household spending.

It was this work that captured Clara Hellman Heller’s interest and drew her financial support. Heller was a close friend of Peixotto’s; both women had come of age in the upper echelons of San Francisco’s merchant elite and shared similar progressive political views. Peixotto’s father Raphael had moved to the city when Jessica was a child and
raised his large family there as he expanded his business interests. Heller’s father, Isaias Hellman, was a banker who migrated north from Los Angeles and developed both business and real estate holdings in the city. Her husband, Emanuel S. Heller, a lawyer with a lucrative practice, was a University of California alumnus and himself a philanthropist. But it was largely Clara Heller’s money that supported Peixotto’s work. She was a generous benefactor of the university and the Democratic Party as well as such San Francisco institutions as the San Francisco Opera, the Symphony Association, the Museum of Art, and the Children’s Hospital.12

Heller’s ongoing grants for Peixotto’s work were targeted to help expand the research capabilities of women in social science at Berkeley. They contributed significantly to the development of consumer economics in a critical period. And her faith in the nature and quality of the research moved her to continue supporting the Heller Committee for Research in Social Economy under the leadership of Emily Huntington, who took over after Peixotto retired in 1935. By 1943, Heller’s annual grants totaled $63,050, and when she died, her son (who was on the university’s board of regents) continued to finance the committee until his death in 1961.13

Heller expected the committee to conduct “studies of problems in Social Economics with special reference to conditions in the State of California.” Peixotto used this broad mandate to become a major influence in developing the theoretical and empirical sophistication of the field of consumer economics. The Heller studies can be divided into three groups: quantity and cost budgets, published annually; income and expenditure studies; and special studies. The first two comprised cost of living studies and bore some relationship to the third, which encompassed investigations into such areas as care for the dependent aged and children, unemployment relief and the unemployed, California’s labor market and problems of re-employment, the nutritive value of diets among particular population groups, and standards and methods of relief.14

The quantity and cost budget studies began with a straightforward premise. In perusing the cost of living research, Peixotto discovered that not enough distinction was made between the ways families in various social and economic groups spent their money in relation to their incomes. Beginning in 1923, the committee conducted price surveys in the San Francisco Bay region to determine the living costs for families of wage earners, clerks, and professionals. By 1929, Peixotto
could claim that the budgets were “used in wage arbitrations, by union and business officials, charity workers, the Labor Bureau, Inc., the State Bureau of Labor Statistics, and other agencies.” In 1932–1933, the committee added a fourth budget, to cover dependent families on relief. A fifth was added in 1939; it investigated single working women’s living costs.15

One innovation in the committee’s approach was the wide range of items priced—from food to household furnishings to recreation activities—and the incorporation of concerns about other household management costs. This work was modified and revised whenever the committee pursued an income and expenditure study that contributed new insights into the substance and methods of the budget surveys. The result, as Peixotto claimed in 1933, was a rare effort “to measure [the changing standards of living] in quantitative terms,” involving tracking the “increasing proportion of income that is being spent for the so-called ‘miscellaneous’ items—including automobiles, recreation, in fact all expenses other than food, clothing, and shelter.” The index published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics did not reflect the typical expenses of salaried professionals—including domestic service and automobile upkeep—and applied the clothing expenditures for wage earners to middle-class earners. Peixotto suggested in 1935 that “the interest in these budgets continues, particularly since no other agency in the country prices a complete set of detailed budgets at regular intervals.” Moreover, the attention to detail regarding how families spent their incomes, as opposed to how economists thought they probably spent it, expanded the categories examined and made the studies more reliable.16

Another innovation was Peixotto’s challenge to the taboo of violating that “romantic and shadowy domain of home life, ‘hopelessly private,’ ‘sacred,’ ” in which families had been “shut away” making their budgetary decisions. Introducing psychologically and sociologically informed explanations of consumer choice, she presented a case for “the American standard of living” reflected in professionals’ desires and actual decisions, a standard that represented a kind of ideal annual household income for all “standard” families consisting of a husband, a wife, and “two growing children.” She developed what she called the “‘comfort’ standard,” of about “$7,000, the sum needed to satisfy a set of desires for goods and services, desires that at the present time influence widely and profoundly the way men earn their money and the way they spend it.” Moreover, she brought this “hopelessly private”
life, in which middle-class women played an increasingly dominant role, into public discussion by publishing the research and encouraging its use in the making of public policy. By using as a guiding principle “the unswerving faith of our time in the social value of a rising standard of living; the growing belief especially among wage earners in a universal ‘right’ to a comfort standard,” she succeeded in placing economic decisions at the household level squarely within a widely shared social vision of American middle-class life. No doubt Peixotto’s personal experience, including the eleven years she devoted to domestic and charitable occupations between high school and college to satisfy her father’s paternalistic concerns, helped to shape her understanding of these issues. But so, too, did the changing conditions of social and economic relationships in families and in society; the age of advertising and consumption framed the ways families, and often women, made decisions about household budgets.

The Heller Committee program of the late 1920s and early 1930s reflected Peixotto’s success in connecting the committee’s research and distribution activities to other local agencies, including the YWCA, welfare associations, unions, and school boards. Under Huntington, the most significant larger-scale special studies of the middle to late 1930s were an indication of the committee’s effort to place the local findings in a national context, in light of New Deal efforts to respond to unemployment and poverty. By insisting that the committee remain in the economics department, governed by faculty members appointed by the chair, Peixotto and Heller assured that the work would have an impact on the character of the department, as well as on the larger social economic research and policymaking community. As many of the researchers actually associated with Heller Committee work were women Ph.D. students and faculty in economics and home economics, the committee created a safe and respected haven for women social scientists at the University of California in the very years the university was expanding both its research and its teaching commitments in the state. Further, the Heller annual donations were among the university’s earliest sources of outside funding for social science research. When the university agreed to begin financing the committee’s work, Heller’s donations decreased proportionally. When the university’s commitment slackened under the presidency of Robert Gordon Sproul in the 1930s because the research itself was considered less significant than other kinds of social and economic research and theory making, Hel-
ler’s donations increased in order to sustain the committee’s work, still in demand by such agencies as the Brookings Institution.18

Why is this case significant in a collection of studies of women and educational philanthropy? First, the University of California was a land-grant institution. Accordingly, until the 1920s most public funding for research went to projects in the sciences and to studies related to agriculture and food production, major contributors to the state’s economy. Consumer economics was not a priority of the state, nor was labor economics until the middle to late 1920s. The Heller grant provided seed money, or an opening for the university to help finance the research. Second, the funding and the program transformed the department’s activities and faculty representation. The Berkeley Department of Economics was among the very few then extant to appoint not just one woman, but eventually four in positions that led to tenure; three became full professors in economics and the fourth a full professor in the law school. Still other women were appointed to faculty research and assistant positions for varying periods of time. Third, the social economy program was unusual in its full integration into the department’s teaching and research. The Heller funding raised the profile of Peixotto and the work of her social economy colleagues and students among members of the university community. And it served the university well in the 1930s. When President Sproul received inquiries regarding the university’s response to the Depression, he could point to the work in the department. Heller’s support was critical to creating and maintaining these distinctive characteristics in Berkeley’s economics department for four decades. Fourth, the grant enabled women to direct research into areas that were avoided or overlooked by male economists. Because this research focused on households and used women as informants about budgetary decision making, they were less likely to be funded by foundations seeking to support the more “objective” and “scientific” domains of male economists’ work.19

THE SMITH COLLEGE COUNCIL OF INDUSTRIAL STUDIES

The Smith College Council of Industrial Studies offers a different example of creatively funded research. Supported largely by a single donor to further the work of women social scientists on the Smith faculty, the Council conducted research that could not have been done
otherwise. In the 1920s and 1930s, Smith College occasionally provided faculty with leaves of absence and small stipends in order to foster faculty development. Although hiring of women faculty expanded in most colleges in the 1920s, funding for “extras” like research was not plentiful. By the 1930s, colleges were hard-pressed even to hire new faculty. Small stipends were available to faculty with strong proposals (they were typically used for travel, books, or research assistance), but completing social science research projects was often difficult and expensive in colleges located in relatively rural areas. Thus, women faculty at Smith’s Northampton, Massachusetts, campus felt the effects of isolation, the struggle for access to libraries, the need for clerical assistance to complete statistical research, and a heavy teaching load. As an economist herself and a member of the faculty, donor Dorothy Wolff Douglas recognized these difficulties.20

Douglas was appointed instructor in the economics department at Smith in 1924, just before she finished her Ph.D. at Columbia in French economic history and theory. She had been married to economist Paul H. Douglas, who relinquished his position at the University of Chicago to teach at Amherst in order to keep his household and family intact and encourage his wife’s academic career. By 1930, when Smith promoted her to assistant professor, Douglas was divorced, caring for four children, and sharing her house in Northampton with her domestic partner Katherine D. Lumpkin. She had inherited a good deal of family money and contributed generously to social and political causes, particularly those supporting organized labor. By the 1930s she was exploring female and child labor and labor legislation. One result was *Child Workers in America* (1937), co-authored with Lumpkin. Her politics and her own research shaped her belief that contemporary policy discussions, particularly regarding labor issues, had to be informed by economic history. Her contributions to establish the Council of Industrial Studies at Smith arose out of these concerns and commitments.21

On condition that it remain independent of the economics department and include an interdisciplinary advisory board of faculty from Smith’s economics and history departments, Douglas provided a grant of $3,500 to Smith College to establish and develop the Council in 1932. She believed the focus should be on the Connecticut River Valley region and suggested that the college contribute up to $1,500 beginning in the second two years, after which her support would end and the college could decide whether to continue the Council’s work.
William A. Neilson, Smith’s president, appointed Katherine D. Lumpkin to serve as the Council’s first director (1932–1939) on a half-time basis. Lumpkin had done some master’s-level work in sociology at Columbia, participated in a YWCA effort toward interracial student organization in her native South, finished a Ph.D. at the University of Wisconsin in 1929, and taught at Mount Holyoke for one year. This was followed by a research fellowship from the Social Science Research Council to study families in New York seeking public assistance, and then by involvement in a project with the Bryn Mawr Department of Social Economy and Social Research.22

The work of the Council represented a concerted effort to make this a coordinated enterprise—to utilize the expertise of faculty at a number of colleges in the region, to offer research support to graduate students from other institutions working on their dissertations, and to envision the projects as a series of related studies that would yield a coherent body of work about the valley. The grant was designed to accomplish two additional goals. One was to capture the region’s historical and economic transformations over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The other was to collect and preserve whatever documentary evidence existed in the various industrial and social agencies in the valley. Both of these, Douglas hoped, would also result in some collaboration with businesses, agencies, and individuals in the region, helping to popularize the idea of research within local communities.23

Two directors, first Lumpkin and then Constance McLaughlin Green, headed the Council’s program from 1939 to 1948. The chair throughout the 1930s and 1940s was Esther Lowenthal, professor of economics at Smith. Douglas, Lumpkin, and Lowenthal originally hoped that the committee’s research would explore why industries that had long been located in the valley were abandoning “valuable property” to undertake “new investment” outside of western Massachusetts. But because some industrial leaders would not open their papers and decision-making processes to Smith’s researchers, the Council settled on exploring the impact “of plant abandonment” on families, institutions, government, and other economic activity when a major industry pulled up stakes and left town. By the early 1950s, the Council had produced studies exploring the development and decline of transportation systems, trade practices going back to the colonial period, agricultural practices in the nineteenth century, women workers in local war industries, and the rise and decline of a number of industries in
the Holyoke and Springfield areas. The studies were all carefully co-
ordinated to increase understanding of the region’s transformation
historically and as it was actually taking place by the middle of the
twentieth century. The second Douglas donation of $3,500 was de-
pleted by 1936, and the Smith College board of trustees agreed to
support the Council’s work on a year-by-year basis, with a reduced
budget, until Green resigned after her husband’s sudden death in
1948. By then, the Council had produced a significant body of research
and uncovered and helped to preserve a large collection of pri-
mary materials that otherwise would have been lost to subsequent
researchers.24

The Smith case presents an important form of creative financing
by and for women. For Lumpkin and the Smith faculty, the Council
offered resources for pursuing work in economic history and labor
economics during the Depression, when private and public funding
for social science research was harder to obtain than it had been in
the 1920s. This was particularly the case for women doctoral students
at the dissertation stage. By 1938, five of approximately seven projects
conducted by the fellows were being used for dissertation studies.
Smith College faculty were able to work with doctoral-level students,
a rarity at the women’s colleges, where most women academic social
science scholars were employed. In addition, the studies produced in-
valuable archival materials: diaries, collections of correspondence, oral
histories, industrial publications going back to the colonial period, and
a variety of business papers and town records. These materials were
catalogued and preserved by the Council’s researchers. Finally, the
studies were coordinated in an unusually rigorous way for social science
research. The Council’s projects offered the opportunity to examine
the impact of the immediate economic situation on the valley; by fo-
cusing on the region, Douglas, Lowenthal, and Lumpkin ensured that
as each project was defined it fit within the larger scope of the grant,
contributed to the other studies, and extended and enriched the body
of work the Council produced. And in the process of creating this
work, both the knowledge and the networks of the women increased.
The fellows often overlapped in their stay at Smith and were able to
share work with each other, while benefiting from faculty oversight.
The scholarship produced was impressive; many of the studies were
published in Smith College Studies in History.25 Thus, as in the Social
Economy program at Berkeley, targeted, private funding had a measur-
able impact on social science research by women at Smith.
FOUNDATION SUPPORT: THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA CASE

Beginning in the 1920s the third type of funding—foundation grants—became available when women academic social scientists were able to access funds already allotted to male colleagues. The University of Chicago’s Local Community Research Committee, Harvard’s Bureau of International Research, and the University of Pennsylvania’s Department of Industrial Research are examples of programs that received such funding. (An exception was a $7,000 grant Emily Huntington secured from the Rockefeller Foundation to augment Heller funds for a study of unemployment and re-employment in California in 1937; she remained the principal investigator and controlled the grant.) The situation at Penn nicely illustrates how women scholars made use of foundation money.

Penn’s Department of Industrial Research was initially financed by the Carnegie Corporation, the Philadelphia Association for the Discussion of Employment Problems, and the university under the direction of Joseph Willits in 1921, who co-founded the department with Anne Bezanson and appointed her as his assistant director. In 1928–1929, after the Carnegie Corporation ended its support, the department received a five-year grant from the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial (LSRM), effectively tripling the budget for that period. The grant was given on condition that the university increase its support over the same period.26

Bezanson, who did not initially have a faculty appointment at Penn despite her Ph.D. in economics from Harvard (1929), became co-director in 1934, after Willits left to act as dean of the Wharton School. In 1939, when Willits left for the Rockefeller Foundation, Bezanson became director. The department was established to offer courses in industrial relations and to pursue “co-operative industrial research in the Philadelphia community.” As funding increased in the late 1920s, its purposes expanded to include building social science research within the community. Another emergent goal, that of conducting “fundamental studies of the economic and human problems and phenomena of industry,” gave the faculty and research associates considerable latitude in designing projects. This latitude was always tempered by the idea that the research itself would be conducted in a coordinated fashion rather than by lone scholars in isolation.27

The Rockefeller support for Penn’s Department of Industrial Research continued into the middle 1940s, although at a reduced level.
As a result of this financing, approximately one-third of its total budget over two decades, the department created an enormous body of research. This encompassed work in personnel and labor relations; the hosiery, upholstery, textile, and bituminous coal industries; and community labor studies that included examinations of labor market trends, personnel relations, wages, and transportation. Under Bezanson and Willits, the department hired several women to conduct research, including Eleanor Lansing Dulles, who contributed a number of studies, and Gladys Palmer, who directed the research after Bezanson’s retirement. These appointments occurred at a time when the University of Pennsylvania hired no women to its social science faculty.28

In the early twentieth century, women scholars in the social sciences turned to a number of sources in their quest for research funding. Individual and family donor support for research was highly valued in certain kinds of institutions into the 1920s, including colleges and universities in the early stages of redefining themselves as research institutions in the social as well as other sciences. This was largely because few other external sources of funding existed for these research interests. Such support continued to be important into the 1930s and 1940s for maintaining research programs that otherwise would not have received any outside funding. However, in the 1920s philanthropic foundation support had surpassed this earlier kind of funding both in quantity and in its ability to accord status to the receiving institutions. The experience of the Industrial Research Department at the University of Pennsylvania illustrates what large allocations of research funds made possible for scholars in institutions fortunate enough to benefit from them. For women social science scholars who did not have access to these funds, the best means of gaining financing and controlling their own projects was by securing the first and second kinds of support: fellowships for investigator-initiated projects, and grants from private individuals to support programs and research projects in the institutions in which women academics worked—typically four-year colleges, often women’s. By the 1930s, both of these kinds of financing offered women far less prestige and recognition in the social sciences than foundation support granted to a named principal investigator, but both were critical to keeping women in the academic social sciences and funding their work.
When women were the beneficiaries of foundation support in programs such as Penn's, they were not usually able to translate that support into career advancement strategies at the pace and rate of men. They rarely were granted principal investigator status or appointed to the research universities most prominent in social science research. Emily Huntington at Berkeley, Anne Bezanson at Penn, and a few others were exceptions. Given this lack of professional visibility and recognition, the extent to which women were able to carry on their research programs is truly remarkable. The support these scholars received was largely due to their sharing research and reform goals with wealthy donors, carefully cultivating these donors and aligning with them in commitment to women as researchers and the kinds of knowledge needed for municipal and state social reform, and determinedly pursuing continued and new funding.

This resourcefulness and persistence were set against a variety of difficult limitations throughout the first half of the twentieth century, including institutional discrimination—which relegated most women academic Ph.D.s in social sciences to teaching colleges—as well as a system of philanthropic financing that favored male rather than female leadership in social science research. The constraints women researchers faced made all the more clear how important creative financing was for women social scientists in the 1920s and 1930s, the decades when increasing numbers of women were completing Ph.D.s and entering academe. Situated in the women’s colleges, these scholars not only lacked access to foundation support for research in the 1920s, but were also not as well protected as their male research university colleagues from the budgetary reductions higher education institutions suffered in the 1930s.29

The women I have discussed here brought to their work a commitment to understanding the impact of economic change on social organizations and relations at the state and community levels, combining the most recent methodologies (in statistical and ethnographic research) with the questions they identified as critical. Peixotto’s work in social economics at Berkeley yielded new theoretical perspectives, while Lumpkin and the Council of Industrial Studies at Smith—and, to some extent, Bezanson and the Penn Industrial Relations Department—enlarged understanding of the regional effects of historical economic changes. In examining what Bezanson accomplished with large-scale funding from the LSRM, one cannot help but wonder what kind
of impact Peixotto’s and Lumpkin’s research might have had on the social science disciplines and public policy had they had access to similar support.

Much of the work of these research enterprises was in high demand by federal and local agencies, and the demand increased throughout the Depression. As Nancy Folbre suggests, women economists (and social economists, particularly) braved the masculine world of academic economics— the basic premises of which were designed to protect patriarchal interests in economic theory and research—in order to promote research questions that granted women an active place in the productive economy. Folbre focuses on Edith Abbott’s and Sophonisba Breckinridge’s struggles to frame the discipline and influence public policy, but her conclusions also apply to the cases of Peixotto and Lumpkin. Peixotto’s efforts to explore how household earnings and consumption functioned in relation to each other, and Lumpkin’s efforts to understand local regional economic transformation, were unlike most kinds of research financed by large funding organizations in that period. Nevertheless, these studies produced important findings for policy makers and others seeking to offer municipal, state, or philanthropic intervention in an unstable economic period. Their studies continue to be important to anthropologists seeking to understand the sociohistorical transformations that shaped the physical and cultural contexts of the populations they investigate. Further, the value of those studies today is inestimable for economists who, rather than relying primarily on rational choice models to explain economic activity, are seeking to understand how the discipline developed and to place economic activity in broader and more complex social contexts.30

NOTES
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